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Sánchez Romate Sherry Vinegar, D.O. Jerez  
 
From the beginning of Sherry production in Jerez, bodegas (cellars) that could produce good vinegar were 
considered to be poor wine producers. In fact, until some fifteen years ago, the vinegar produced in the bodegas of 
Jerez was almost kept hidden and merely taken home by the employees or owners for their private use. Since then, 
as Sherry vinegar became more widely accepted worldwide, the local attitudes towards Sherry vinegar have 
changed.  
 
The age of Romate Sherry vinegar is difficult to place exactly.  However, the foundations and the barrels used to 
begin the production process of the V.O. vinegar were laid down over sixty years ago in 1945.  As a result of the 
ageing process that is used in Jerez, there are elements in Romate vinegar, which date from 1945, and other 
elements, which are only a few years old. Romate V.O. vinegar has an average age of at least seven years. 
All of Romate’s vinegar comes from Sherry wines made from Palomino grapes. For the most part, the young vinegar 
comes from Romate’s own stock of Sherry wines that are converted naturally into vinegar in special cellars 
containing older vinegar yeasts (flor) that influence the younger stocks. The other portion of young vinegar comes 
from local suppliers. Then, Romate’s technical department is in charge of keeping the highest possible standard of 
quality in this young raw material. 
 
At Romate the emphasis during production of their wines, brandies, and therefore the vinegar, lies in the ageing of 
each product through a system of criaderas and soleras. It is this process that gives Romate wines their remarkable 
flavour and character, and since the vinegar is a natural progression from the wines, these flavours characterise 
themselves in the resulting vinegar.  The wines of Jerez retain their flavours in their conversion into vinegar, which 
become more dominant but at the same time mellower as the vinegar gets older. The young vinegar is mixed with 
the old vinegar so the younger gains the smoothness and maturity of the older while the older is freshened and 
revitalized by the younger.  At the same time, the vinegar takes on the aromas of the oak barrels in which it is being 
aged – oak barrels which have previously been used for Oloroso Sherry wine ageing and which therefore add a 
further dimension to its rich bouquet.  As the mixing process is continual, the flavour of the vinegar in the final 
solera stage is unchanged and the quality of the vinegar is assured. Even the youngest vinegar assumes some of 
the characteristics of the vinegar which first started production in 1945. 
 
Sánchez Romate, do not use any “acetators” or “generators” for transforming their Sherry wines into vinegar. The 
acetobactors are naturally present in the old vinegar cellars, so it is not necessary to introduce acetobactors to 
control the process. 
 

 
 
Romate ‘White Label Solera’ 750ml (7º Acidity) 
A bright, transparent, amber vinegar made from Palomino grapes and aged for at least one year. With 
characteristic winey background notes, the palate smooth, pleasant, acetic flavours and hints of Oloroso 
sherry.  
 
Romate Reserva Vinagre de Jerez 375ml (8º Acidity) 
Made from Palomino grapes and aged for at least three years, this vinegar is a clean, bright, dark mahogany. 
Its abundant aromas are light and acetic, with hints of Oloroso. In the mouth it is acidic, smooth and velvety, 
with oak and Oloroso hints.  
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Romate Reserva Familiar Vinagre de Jerez 250ml (10º Acidity) 
Made from 85% Palomino and 15% Pedro Ximénez grapes, aged for a minimum of eight years. Its clean, 
bright, dark mahogany colour is a prelude to Oloroso and oak notes. The palate it is acetic, bold and complex, 
with pleasant sweet notes and an intense Oloroso and oak finish. 
 
Romate Reserva P.X. Vinagre de Jerez 500ml (9º Acidity) 
This vinegar is made from 85% Palomino and 15% Pedro Ximénez grapes and is aged for at least three 
years. Its intense, characteristic acetic aromas are reminiscent of aged Pedro Ximénez and Oloroso Sherries. 
The smooth, gratifying flavours include sweet hints with oak and Sherry highlights. 
 
With regard to the PX Sherry vinegar, there is an old tradition in Jerez of mixing vinegar with small quantities of 
Pedro Ximenez Sherry wine at home. This softens the old vinegar without losing any of its characteristics but at the 
same time gives a whole new range of complex flavours. The final result is a unique product with less than 3% 
alcohol content. This special vinegar comes from a solera system created 80 years ago with very limited production 
each year. The Pedro Ximenez Sherry wine that is added to this vinegar comes from an ancient solera system that is 
over 100 years old. 
 

          


